CHAMPION

CH AIREE’S I BELIEVE IN YOU (B)
BY GCHS CH ZELICAON BUTCH CASSIDY AT DRAKO X GCH CH STARTYMES DONT STOP BELIEVIN AT DRAKO
BREEDER/OWNER: LINDA KNIGHT

CH DISYRE RICH AND FAMOUS (D)
BY GCH CH DENZEL OVERNIGHT SUCCESS X GCHB CH DISYRE STEPPING UP THE DREAM
BREEDER: DIANA SAYRE & LINDA FITZMAURICE
OWNER: TRACY BURDICK

CH LEGACY’S SET FIRE TO THE RAIN (D)
BY GCHG CH NAMASTE ICE AND FIRE AT SUMMIT X AUTUMJOY’S N LEGACY’S MISBEHAVIN’
BREEDER/OWNER: PAMELA S BENSON & BETTY MAROTTI

CH MARICHIN ROYAL APPOINTMENT (D)
BY GCH CH MARICHIN A TRIBUTE TO NOUVEAU X CH MARICHIN BLAZEN THE PERFECT STORM
BREEDER: SALLY (Sissy) HILL & MARICHIN C URARTE
OWNER: MARICHIN C URARTE

CH MACH STARSTRUCK A SKY FULL OF STARS MXB MJS NF (B)
BY CH MACH5 STARSTRUCK MOONSHADOW CHINAK MXB2 PAD MJS2 PJ OF X CH MACH5 STARSTRUCK EVERYBODY KNOWS MY NAME MXS2 MJS2 OF
BREEDER: ANDREA SAMUELS
OWNER: JANE SNIDER & ANDREA SAMUELS

GRAND CHAMPION

GCH CH PULAMIMI MON CHARME CHERI (B)
BY CH BREND GODA X CH AILEBELLE’S MIA MON CH,RI CGC TKN
BREEDER/OWNER: ALLISON ROSE BACELLI

GCH CH SKYTRY’S PERFECTLY PASSIONATE MELODY (B)
BY GCH CH SKYTRY’S TRANSFORMERS HIP-HOP MUSIC MASTER X GCH CH SKYTRY’S PERFECTLY D’VINE PIPPA BY MONARCH
BREEDER/OWNER: JOANNE GLAWSON & SKYLAR AMANDA LANE GLAWSON

GCH CH STARSIGN’S THE REAL DEAL (D)
BY STARSIGN’S FLOLIN I SHOT THE SHERIFF X STARSIGN’S DANCING DARLIN
BREEDER: PATTY GEMMILL
OWNER: PATTY GEMMILL & PAT ANDERS

GRAND CHAMPION BRONZE

GCHB CH MACH AERILEE’S KITTO KATSU MXS MJS NF BCAT CGC TKN (B)
BY CH LIVEWIRE-ETS LEWD’N LASCIVIOUS NAJ SWNE SWA SIAE SBAE SCE SHDN X MACH AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXB MJS T2B
BREEDER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER
OWNER: MRS. LINDSEY RAE BARROWS & MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

GRAND CHAMPION GOLD

GCHG CH GUERIN ONE BAR NONE (B)
BY GCH CH GUERIN FINDERS KEEPERS X CH PETITCHIEN’S HOLLY GOODHEAD
BREEDER/OWNER: JANE A SIRKOCH & JOHN B SIRKOCH
UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 5

OTCH2 DENZEL INSIGNIA TAKE ME SERIOUSLY UDX5 OM8 BN (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X CH DENZEL CAN'T BE SERIOUS
BREEDER: NICOLE LAVER & TRACY BURDICK
OWNER: EUGENE MORRIS

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CHAMPION 2

OTCH2 DENZEL INSIGNIA TAKE ME SERIOUSLY UDX4 OM8 BN (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X CH DENZEL CAN'T BE SERIOUS
BREEDER: NICOLE LAVER & TRACY BURDICK
OWNER: EUGENE MORRIS

OBEDIENCE MASTER 8

OTCH2 DENZEL INSIGNIA TAKE ME SERIOUSLY UDX4 OM8 BN (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X CH DENZEL CAN'T BE SERIOUS
BREEDER: NICOLE LAVER & TRACY BURDICK
OWNER: EUGENE MORRIS

RALLY INTERMEDIATE

A & A 'S BREWED TO PERKFECTION RI AX AXJ NF CGC TKI (B)
BY D'VINE'S LOYAL BOUNTY HUNTER CGC X A & A'S DANCING ON THE WIND
BREEDER: AVA ENGEL
OWNER: MS. DENISE D BRANDENBURG-MORRIS

RALLY ADVANCED

BRAYLOR'S FOREVR DRASTIC FANTASTIC RA SWN SCA SIA (B)
BY CH BRAYLOR'S RADICAL RIGBY X FOREVR CANDY IS DANDY
BREEDER: DANNY R FORD II & BRANDI RENEE BRAY & RUTH ANN FORD
OWNER: KATHY A KRNAVEK

EXCELLENT

CH KYTERALS IMPERIAL SWEET CARAMEL KISS CDX BN RE AX AXJ (B)
BY CH QUEEN BLESS JP TRI BACK X MAXIMILIAN KYTERAL SOMETHING SWEET
BREEDER: TERRI MOUNT & PATRICIA G GROFF
OWNER: PAULA AUSTIN

CH MACH2 LACEWING'S THE BEES KNEES BN RE MXG MJG NAP NJP MXF TQX NFP T2B CA ACT2 TKI (D)
BY GCH CH MACH2 NAMASTE LITTLE LION MAN RA MXS MJS X ZELICAON DELILAH DREAMER MX MXJ
BREEDER: LORI LIPKIN
OWNER: CHERYL MATTHEWS

NOVICE AGILITY

A NIGHTS BING TAILS NA CGC (D)
BY GCH CH MACH2 A NIGHTS COYOTE JOE RN MXC MB2 XF T2B CGC TKN X CH A NIGHTS LUCKY LADY
BREEDER: JUDY DUNN & DUANE E DUNN
OWNER: ELVA IRIS SMITH

PARASOL HIGH BLUE YONDER CD BN RE NA NAJ CGC (D)
BY DIAMONDSUN'S GHOST STORY X DIAMONDSUN'S QUILL OF ENYA
BREEDER: DOROTHY ANDERSON
OWNER: GEORGE JENKINS & MARVE JENKINS
OPEN AGILITY

GEORGIA’S HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU RI OA OAJ BCAT TKN (B)
BY CH NAMASTE FROM DREAMS COME LEGENDS X BUTTERFLY WORLD’S TRICKY GIRL
BREEDER: JENNIFER FIORENTINO
OWNER: STEFFAN MOODY & TONI MOODY

NANKEN THE BIG BANG OA NAJ NF ACT1 (D)
BY CH NANKEN HEEZA KOOL DUDE X NANKEN SECRET AT MIDNIGHT
BREEDER: NANA RIDGEWAY
OWNER: RAMONA CARTWRIGHT & LINDA SCHMIDT

PLAYIN THE FIELD OA NAJ NF BCAT ACT2 CGC (D)
BY HIGGINS LAROUX HARDIN X ALLISON HOLLOW FULL OF GRACE
BREEDER: AMY HARDIN
OWNER: NANCY J MCCLURE

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT

CENTER STAGE MX AXJ NF (B)
BY CH SABAMORES READ MY LIPS X KATURAH’S -LIANJAS QUANTUM OF SOLACE
BREEDER: PAMELA SCHWEIKERT
OWNER: PATRICIA D. CARLTON & PAMELA SCHWEIKERT

MASTER SILVER AGILITY

MACH MCK AMERICAN MAID MXS MJB XF CGC (B)
BY GCH CH JAMES BOND VON DEN KOLIBRIS AX AXJ X MCK IZZ TULA
BREEDER/OWNER: KAREN LAWRENCE

MASTER GOLD AGILITY

MACH DRACO ENCHANTING DASH OF SPICE MXG MJS NF (D)
BY GCHS CH ZELICAON BUTCH CASSIDY AT DRACO X CH DRACO EARS TOO SCOOP
BREEDER: ANITA WRIGHT
OWNER: SANDY FISHER

GCH CH MACH2 PATUXENT ON THE RUNWAY MXG MJC (B)
BY CH PATUXENT’S GOT MY WINGS X PATUXENT’S FORMAL ATTIRE
BREEDER/OWNER: LETTY MCNULTY

GCH CH MACH2 WILDFIRE KING OF COOL STEVE MCQUEEN MXG MJC (D)
BY CH WILDFIRE GAME ON X CH L’ETE WILDFIRE HIGH SOCIETY
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: DARNELL MARTENS & LINDA MARTENS

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY 7

MACH27 CILLOETTE JUMPIN’ ZAK FLASH MXB7 MJS7 OF T2B (D)
BY CH CILLOETTE TELL ME A SECRET X CILLOETTE HPRNOTIQ
BREEDER: ROSEANN FUCILLO
OWNER: KATHLEEN KREIDER & LARRY KREIDER
PREMIER AGILITY DOG

CH MACH5 STARSTRUCK MOONSHADOW CHINAK MXB2 PAD MJS2 PJD OF (D)
CH PACH STARSTRUCK CHASE THE MOON RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3
MXB2 MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B X LA REN CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUcretia HEDBERG & ANDREA SAMUELS
OWNER: ARLENE G COLLINS & SUSAN SAMUELS

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 2

SONATA’S DREAM A LITTLE DREAM MX AXJ MXP2 MJP2 NF (B)
BY CH MACH2 SONATA’S SAIL ME ON A SILVER SUN MXG MJG X ASTTA CARRERA
SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: HOWARD CARR

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 3

GCH CH MACH3 PACH AMOURE BEAU’S LIFE OF THE PARTY MXG MJC MXP3 MXPB
MJP3 MJPB PAX T2B (D)
BY CH AMOURE BEAU’S SINGULAR SENSATION X CH MACH2 AMOURE BEAU’S CLEVER ENDEAVOR RN MXS MJG MXP2 MXPB
MJP3 MJPB OF
BREEDER: DERRICK J L NETTLES & ANNE C NETTLES
OWNER: ALICE HOWE

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 4

MACH5 PACH NEW HORIZON KING OF COOL MXB2 MJS2 MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS
PAX XF (D)
BY CANDELLA HOTLANTA HARRY X CH NEW HORIZON DANCE CRAZY
BREEDER: ROBERT PILI & RENEE PILI
OWNER: ARLENE COLLINS & RENEE PILI

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 8

MACH6 PACH2 TOLLEGEND WINNING STREAK CDX RA MXG2 MJB3 MXP8 MXPG
MJP8 MJPG PAX2 OF T2B2 (D)
BY TOLLEGEND RIGHT ON TARGET X NEWTOPAZ STITCHES AT TOLLEGEND
BREEDER: SHANNEN JORGENSEN
OWNER: KATHY HIGHTSHOE

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 25

PNAC AGCH MACH21 PACH11 CHINAK LA REN ON A WHIM MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG
MXP25 MXPS3 PDSP MJP25 MJPS3 (B)
BY CH LA REN CHASE THE MOON X LA REN CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUcretia HEDBERG
OWNER: ROBIN COHEN & ROBIN KLETKE

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY PREFERRED

MACH WINGSSONG TIME FOR ME TO FLY RE MXB MJS MXP2 MXPB MJP3 MJPS OF CGCU TKI (D)
BY CH WINGSSONG SOUTHERN COMFORT NA OAJ NF X CH WINGSSONG SOME LIKE IT HOT
BREEDER: SANDIE COMISE & PAT JONES
OWNER: SANDIE COMISE
MASTER SILVER AGILITY PREFERRED 3

PNAC AGCH MACH21 PACH11 CHINAK LA REN ON A WHIM MXB6 PDG MJB6 PJG MXP25 MXPS3 PDS PJP25 MJP53 (B)
BY CH LA REN CHASE THE MOON X LA REN CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG
OWNER: ROBIN COHEN & ROBIN KLETKE

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

FREEDOM ROAD-ARROW ALL 4 1 & 1 4 ALL NAJ (D)
BY DREAM WEAVER LITTLE BIG MAN X ARROW'S WICKED ONE OF SERAFINA
BREEDER: LEAH WONG & MARGARET NANCE & ALAN ROWLEY M.D.
OWNER: WENDY WATTS

GCH CH MONARCH'S DELYTFUL PRINCE
CHRISTO NAJ (D)
BY CH SANDEL'S MONARCH'S BENJAMIN X MONARCH'S JADEL LADY II
BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI
OWNER: ELAINE E THIESEN & DEBBIE TEDROW

PARASOL ELITE INDIANA JONES BN RI NAJ CGCA (D)
BY CH DIAMONDSUN DBL JUSTICE PARASOL X DIAMONSUN'S QUILL OF ENYA
BREEDER: DOROTHY ANDERSON
OWNER: GEORGE JENKINS & MARVEL JENKINS

PARASOL HIGH BLUE YONDER CD BN RE NAJ CGC (D)
BY DIAMONDSUN'S GHOST STORY X DIAMONSUN'S QUILL OF ENYA
BREEDER: DOROTHY ANDERSON
OWNER: GEORGE JENKINS & MARVEL JENKINS

WILDFIRE UNDENIABLE PETIT FRERE
JACQUES RI NAJ BCAT CGC (D)
BY CH WILDFIRE COSMIC HALLELUJAH X CH WILDFIRE UNDERCOVER LOVER
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: ELIZABETH PETKO

WILLOW'S POND SUPER "G" NAJ (B)
BY GCH CH CASABELLAS GREAT EXPECTATIONS BY DAK RI CGCA TKA X CH WILLOW'S POND BUTTERFLIES & ALIBI'S AT ZELICAON
BREEDER: VICKI ECKSTEIN & MICHAEL ECKSTEIN
OWNER: MS. VICTORIA LIANA THOMPSON

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER

FLAMBEAU'S KING CREOLE OF TOPFLITE
OA OAJ OF TKI (D)
BY CH ARKENO'S MEMPHIS BLUES CDX X GCH CH FLAMBEAU'S CAMILLE OF TOPFLITE
BREEDER: KEITH MACALUSO & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & MARGARET ZACHER
OWNER: DONNA CALVERT & KEITH MACALUSO

PLAYIN THE FIELD OA OAJ NF BCAT ACT2 CGC (D)
BY HIGGINS LA ROUX HARDIN X ALLISON HOLLOW FULL OF GRACE
BREEDER: AMY HARDIN
OWNER: NANCY J MCCLURE

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

PASUN'S CATCH YOU ON THE FLIP SIDE AT RUSH CREEK AX AXJ (B)
BY GCH CH STEAL MY KISSES FORUSSI OA OAJ OF CGC TKN X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA' AT PASYNS
BREEDER: HELENA PIKE & DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: SARAH RUTLAND
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master Excellent Jumper</th>
<th>Master Century Jumper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Center Stage MX MXJ NF (B)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By CH Sabamores Read My Lips X&lt;br&gt;Katurah’s -Lianjas Quantum of Solace&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Pamela Schweikert&lt;br&gt;Owner: Patricia D. Carlton &amp; Pamela Schweikert</td>
<td><strong>Mach2 Jessarae’s Cruise Control MXC&lt;br&gt;MJC of T2B (D)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By CH Joco’s Moonlight Cruise X&lt;br&gt;Haremet’s Imperial Blue MX MXJ OAP AJP&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Jessica Isenbarger&lt;br&gt;Owner: Mina A Knox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GCHS CH Valentino by Monarch CD&lt;br&gt;PCD BN RE FDC AX MXJ NF T2B THD RATN CGCA TKP (D)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By CH Monarch’s Mighty Titus by&lt;br&gt;Sandel X Monarch’s Blossom Queen&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Margie Riccomini&lt;br&gt;Owner: Carol Lauren-Schmidt &amp; Audra Lynn &amp; Lauren Soderberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master Bronze Jumper</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH Firefly A Star Is Born AX MXJ MJB NF (B)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By CH Diamondsun’s Eve Of Jason X S R Joy’s Abundant Faith&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Christine Hutchinson&lt;br&gt;Owner: Betty Hinson</td>
<td><strong>CH Mach2 Candella Talkin’ A Blue Streak MXG MJB2 (D)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By GCH CH Domino’s On The Money X&lt;br&gt;GCHB CH Candella Will O’ Wisp&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Carol Ochs&lt;br&gt;Owner: Karen Wlodarski &amp; Carol Ochs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patuxent’s Truly Meant For Me AX MXJ MJB XF (B)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By CH Patuxent’s Very Superstitious At&lt;br&gt;Windlake X CH Patuxent’s Toute Suite&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Letty McNulty&lt;br&gt;Owner: Mary Lou Mason</td>
<td><strong>Master Bronze Jumper 3</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Mach3 Arrow’s Madame Butterfly MXC MJB3 T2B (B)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By CH Rowley’s Most Charming Prince X&lt;br&gt;Foxfire’s-Arrow Simply Irresistible&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Alan R Rowley M.D.&lt;br&gt;Owner: Lee Kusek &amp; John Kusek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master Silver Jumper</strong></td>
<td><strong>Master Excellent Jumper Preferred</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mach Mck American Maid MXS MJS XF CGC (B)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By GCH CH James Bond Von Den Kolibris&lt;br&gt;AX AXJ X MCK Izz Tula&lt;br&gt;Breeder/Owner: Karen Lawrence</td>
<td><strong>AGCH Mach6 Copella Salatino Hi XPlosive RN MXS2 PDS Mjg2 PS J Mjp MFS Tqx T2B5 SWN SHdn Rato CGC (D)</strong>&lt;br&gt;By GCHP CH Copella’s Rising Attraction X CH Salatino Mini Jupe Serree&lt;br&gt;Breeder: Paula Cox &amp; Claudio Sornati &amp; Rochester Oliveira&lt;br&gt;Owner: Chris Sanks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 2

SONATA’S DREAM A LITTLE DREAM MX
AXJ MXP2 MJP2 NF (B)
BY CH MACH2 SONATA’S SAIL ME ON A
SILVER SUN MXG MJG X ASTTA CARRERA
SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: HOWARD CARR

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 3

DOLLAR BAR’S TAXI METER RUNNING
MXP2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB MFP T2BP CGC
TKN (D)
BY GCH CH TALLIS PEPPER & SPICE CD BN
RN X STARFLEET VIOLET NEBULA
BREEDER: DEBORAH SCHENCK
OWNER: NANCYE SCALAMANDRE & JACK
BANDEL

WINDLAKE LONE STAR WE STRUCK GOLD
OA OAJ MXP2 MJP3 MJPB (D)
BY CH PATUXENT’S VERY SUPERSTITIOUS AT
WINDLAKE X WINDLAKE FRENCH
CONNECTION
BREEDER: JACQUELYN CANTWELL &
VERNON W CANTWELL
OWNER: CAROLE CRIBBS

MACH WINGSSONG TIME FOR ME TO FLY
RE MXB MJS MXP2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB OF
CGCU TKI (D)
BY CH WINGSSONG SOUTHERN COMFORT
NA OAJ NF X CH WINGSSONG SOME LIKE IT
HOT
BREEDER: SANDIE COMISE & PAT JONES
OWNER: SANDIE COMISE

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 4

MACH PASUN’S AMERICA STANDS FOR
FREEDOM MXB MJS MXP2 MXPB MJP4
MJPB (B)
BY CH DOMINO’S MOONLIGHT ESCAPEADE RN
NA AXJ X GCH CH HIS LATEST FLAME
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: JESSE WESTOVER

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 5

NAC MACH12 PACH2 AERILEE’S LIKE
NEVER BEFORE MXG3 PAD MJG3 PJD
MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B2 (B)
BY PNAC CH MACH13 PACH STARSTRUCK
CHASE THE MOON RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3
MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B X CH
MACH3 PACH AERILEE’S SPARKLING JEM
MXG MJC MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX T2B2
BREEDER: JULIE RODRIGUEZ
OWNER: BETSEY LYNCH & JULIE
RODRIGUEZ

MACH11 PACH MY TERRA - MY SUE MXG3
MJS4 MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX MFS
TQX T2B (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: DEBORAH SCHEEL

GCH CH MACH3 PACH STARSTRUCK
PREDICT MY FUTURE MXG MJG MXP4
MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX (B)
BY CH MACH5 STARSTRUCK MOONSHADOW
CHINAK MXB2 PAD MJ52 PJD OF X GCH CH
MACH3 STARSTRUCK REMEMBER MY NAME
MXG MJC
BREEDER/OWNER: ANDREA SAMUELS
MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 6

WINGSSONG AUTUMN SONG BN MXP5
MXPS MJPS PAX CGC TKN (B)
BY CH WINGSSONG ALYDAR X CH
WINGSSONG WILD AT HEART
BREEDER: PAT JONES & CHRIS JONES
OWNER: VERA J NYBERG

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 9

MACH6 PACH2 TOLLELEGEND WINNING
STREAK CDX RA MXG2 MJB3 MXP8 MXPG
MJ9 MJPG PAX2 OF T2B2 (D)
BY TOLLELEGEND RIGHT ON TARGET X
NEWTOPAZ STITCHES AT TOLLELEGEND
BREEDER: SHANNEN JORGENSEN
OWNER: KATHY HIGHTSHOE

MASTER SILVER JUMPER PREFERRED

NAC MACH12 PACH2 AERILEE'S LIKE
NEVER BEFORE MXG3 PAD MJG3 PJD
MXPB MJPS PAX2 XF T2B2 (B)
MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MJP3 MJPB PAX
MXF TQX T2B X CH MACH3 PACH AERILEE'S
SPARKLING JEM MXG MJC MXP3 MXPB MJP4
MJPB PAX T2B2
BREEDER: JULIE RODRIGUEZ
OWNER: BETSEY LYNCH & JULIE
RODRIGUEZ

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 14

MACH PACH3 WILDFIRE'S QUICK RIDE MXS
MJC MXP10 MXPC MJPB2 PAX3 XF
T2B8 T2BP7 (D)
BY CH L'ETE CADAGA MAKIN' ME CRAZY X
CH WILDFIRE ON A ROLL
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT
OWNER: GINA REED

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
PREFERRED 16

PACH2 WILDFIRE REACH FOR THE STARS
MXP8 MXPG MJ16 MJP5 PAX2 XFP
T2BP2 (B)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCENSORED X CH
WILDFIRE ON THE RADAR
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE
PICKETT
OWNER: RACHELLE WAGNER

GCH CH MACH3 PACH STARSTRUCK
PREDICT MY FUTURE MXG MJG MXP4
MXPB MJPS PAX (B)
BY CH MACH5 STARSTRUCK MOONSHADOW
CHINAK MXB2 PAD MJS2 PJD OF X GCH CH
MACH3 STARSTRUCK REMEMBER MY NAME
MXG MJ
BREEDER/OWNER: ANDREA SAMUELS
AGILITY FAST NOVICE

PASUN & FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL NA NAJ NF (B)
BY GCH CH STEAL MY KISSES FORUSSI OA OAJ OF CGC TKN X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA’ AT PASUNS
BREEDER: HELENA PIKE & DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: HELENA PIKE & CHELSEA PIKE & DONNA BRADLEY

PULAMIMI TURBO CHARGED! NA NF BCAT (D)
BY CH BREND GODA X CH AILEBELLE’S MIA MON CH,RI CGC TKN
BREEDER: ALLISON ROSE BACELLI
OWNER: JERI COLLETTE & ALLISON ROSE BACELLI

AGILITY FAST OPEN

FLAMBEAU’S KING CREOLE OF TOPFLITE OA OAJ OF TKI (D)
BY CH ARKENO’S MEMPHIS BLUES CDX X GCH CH FLAMBEAU’S CAMILLE OF TOPFLITE
BREEDER: KEITH MACALUSO & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & MARGARET ZACHER
OWNER: DONNA CALVERT & KEITH MACALUSO

PARASOL FOXY LADY MX MXJ OF TKI (B)
BY CH DIAMONDSUN DBL JUSTICE PARASOL X DIAMONDSUN’S QUILL OF ENYA
BREEDER: DOROTHY ANDERSON
OWNER: EILEEN EWINS

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT

SONATA’S PICK OF THE WICK MX MXJ MJB XF (D)
BY CH MACH2 SONATA’S SAIL ME ON A SILVER SUN MXG MJG X ASTTA CARRERA SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: CAROL KELLY

WINDLAKE JITTERBUG RN AX AXJ XF (D)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: FRANCINE DISMUKES

AGILITY MASTER FAST EXCELLENT

PARASOL STILLE THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE MX MXB MXJ MJB MXF ACT2 CGC TKN (B)
BY CH DIAMONDSUN DBL JUSTICE PARASOL X DIAMONDSUN’S QUILL OF ENYA
BREEDER: DOROTHY ANDERSON
OWNER: RITA STILLE

MACH WILDFIRE’S FUDGE RIPPLE MXB MJB MXP MJP MXF T2B (D)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCENSORED X CH L’ETE CADAGA IN DUE TIME
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: JANINE TASH

MASTER BRONZE FAST

CH MACH BLACK MOUNTAIN FAR AND AWAY RE MXS MJG MFB T2B CA SCN SIN SBN TKA (B)
BY MACH LIVEWIRE ESPIRITU PRIMO MXB MJB MXF TQX X BLACK MOUNTAIN WITH WILD ABANDON
BREEDER: ALICE M BLAZER
OWNER: MS. MARIE WICKHORST
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TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT

**MACH3 SLEEPY CREEKS PERFECT STORM**
UDX PUTD OM1 BN MXG MJB2 PJDMFB TQX T2B2 (D)
BY GCH CH ASHLOR’S SMOOTH SAILING UD RE AX AXJ X CH SLEEPY CREEKS CHILL N GOODTIME RN
BREEDER: CANDY JANKE & HANNAH RALSTON
OWNER: PAULA WARNER & GARY WARNER

**GCH CH MACH3 SLEEPY CREEK’S SMOOTH CRUZIN RN MXG MJG (D)**
BY CH MACH3 SLEEPY CREEK LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE UDX BN RA MXC MJS2 XF T2B X MARRICS KEEPING UP WITH THE JONES
BREEDER: CANDANCE JANKE & SALLY RUTHERT & HANNAH RALSTON
OWNER: CANDACE JANKE & HANNAH RALSTON

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION

**MACH MARGAUX MXB MJB MXF TQX T2B (B)**
BY GCH CH GRAN’S MISTER WILLSON X GRAN N WALLPAPERS CINDY LOU WHO R U?
BREEDER: BARBARA B WALLACE
OWNER: VANESSA SANFIEL

**AGCH MACH8 HALLMARK’S MAN O WAR CD PCDX RM RAE MXC2 PJS MJB3 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 (D)**
BY CH ZKARABI’S TASTE OF EM X NORA VOM SCHWABENHOF
BREEDER: JERRILIN L NAYLOR & JANE SNIDER
OWNER: MS. SUSAN LYNN PLAISS

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2

**MACH2 SONATA’S FIREWORKS AT FENWAY MXG MJS NF (D)**
BY MACH2 VICTORIA PARK JP SANTA CLAUS MXG MJS X HUNDEBUDEN’S QUNA MY OBSESSION
BREEDER/OWNER: MARY SCESNY

**MACH PACH2 WAY TO GO’S TAKE A CHANCE ON ME RN FDC MXS MJS MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B4 T2BP (D)**
BY CH NAMASTE NAPOLEON DYNAMITE X FARLEYS D DANICA AT WAYTOGO
BREEDER: HAROLD HANNON
OWNER: CATHARINE E BISHOP

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3

**MACH3 MCK FRANCOIS HENRI MXG MJG OF T2B SCN SIN TKI (D)**
BY SIMARRON’S UNBELIEVABLE X DUSTYRD’S MYAH
BREEDER: KAREN LAWRENCE
OWNER: TARA ANDERSON & JEREMY ANDERSON

**MACH PACH2 WAY TO GO’S TAKE A CHANCE ON ME RN FDC MXS MJS MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B4 T2BP (D)**
BY CH NAMASTE NAPOLEON DYNAMITE X FARLEYS D DANICA AT WAYTOGO
BREEDER: HAROLD HANNON
OWNER: CATHARINE E BISHOP
TIME 2 BEAT
BLICCI’S ON THE ROCKS MX MXJ MJB OF T2B (D)
BY BLICCI’S LOVE IS IN THE AIR X BLICCI’S JAZZ IT UP
BREEDER: JANE RAEMY & SVEN THRYSOE
OWNER: LISA PERTILE & TERENCE PERTILE

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

COCHART’S I AM A CHICK MAGNET ACT1 (D)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: LISA COCHART

SPIRITED RUNNING ON SUNSHINE ACT1 TKN (D)
BY GCH CH ARROW’S MIGHTY LITTLE WARRIOR NA NAJ OF X KATURAH’S PRET-A-ALLER AX MXJ XF
BREEDER: ROBERT BRUCE MACEWAN
OWNER: JACQUELINE M WAKAGAWA & PAUL S WAKAGAWA

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR ADVANCED

WILDFIRE UNDER MY SPELL CD BN MX MXB MXJ MJB NF SWN SCA SEA SBA (B)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCENSORED X CH WILDFIRE THE SORCERESS
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: PAM BATES

SCENT WORK CONTAINER ADVANCED ELITE

MACH4 LIVewire-ETS EXCESSIVE FORCE MXB2 MJS2 XF T2B2 SWNE SWE SCEE SBAE SHDAE SCM SEM SHDE (D)
BY NAC MACH7 LIVewire ITS ALL GRAVY RN MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWNE SWM SCEE SEE SSBEE SIAE X DUNDEE LIVewire’S ETS MISS D’MEAN’R
BREEDER/OWNER: JULIE SANDOVAL & DANEEN FOX

SCENT WORK CONTAINER EXCELLENT

LIVewire-ETS SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES RI OA OAJ SWN SCE SIA SEA SHDN (D)
BY NAC MACH7 LIVewire ITS ALL GRAVY RN MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWNE SWM SCEE SEE SSBEE SIAE X DUNDEE LIVewire’S ETS MISS D’MEAN’R
BREEDER: JULIE SANDOVAL & DANEEN FOX
OWNER: JINNY CHOW & DANEEN FOX

SCENT WORK BURIED EXCELLENT ELITE

NAC MACH7 LIVewire ITS ALL GRAVY RN MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWNE SWM SCEE SEE SSBEE SIAE (D)
BY MACH2 COOR’S ESPIRITU HERMOSO CDX MXS MJG OF X ADFAM’S TEARIN’ IT UP AX MXJ
BREEDER/OWNER: DANEEN FOX

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

BLICCI’S POETRY IN MOTION CGC (B)
BY BLICCI’S NON-STOP CHARMER X BLICCI’S JUST THE WAY YOU ARE
BREEDER: JANE RAEMY & SVEN THRYSOE
OWNER: CLAUDIA DAVIS
CH DENZEL CONTEMPORARY ART CGC (D)
BY CH DENZEL POP ART X CH DENZEL
SHEER DELIGHT
BREEDER: TRACY BURDICK
OWNER: LINDSEY A GRAHAM & TRACY
BURDICK & DONALD A GRAHAM

FIREFLY’S SWEET PEARL OF PERFECTION
@ SANGO CGC (B)
BY GCH CH RIESA’S XTRA MILE TO GO BCAT
X SERENITY’S MUSTANG SALLY
BREEDER: CHRISTINE HUTCHINSON
OWNER: SHELIA BEERS
MISSY ADORABELLA LYONS CGC (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: AMY LYONS-KETCHUM

GCH CH REMANI’S WIN IN THE WIL-OHS
CGC (B)
BY CH MICFRIENDS I WIL X PINPAP’S
NATALIE
BREEDER: DANNI PETERSON & CLAUDIA
CLARK & EMILIE PETERSON
OWNER: LINDA VOLCEK & DANNI PETERSON

SIR ROCKFORD COOPER BELLADONNA’S
STAR CGC (D)
BY GCH CH DEANNA’S SOSHOME FLIGHTS O
FANCY AT BELLADONNA’S X BELLADONNA N’
MICDIC’S JEWEL OF THE NILE
BREEDER: KERRI PETTEY & MICHELLE
NAVARRE & DICK NAVARRE
OWNER: SUEANN BLINN

TINY T DAKOTA GRACE CGC (B)
BY TINY T TELL ME TOO X TINY T WIND BEA
KISSED
BREEDER: SALLY HOWARD
OWNER: HANS LANGSJOEN

ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

CH EZEE’S PRINCESS ROYAL BREYA CGCA
TKN (B)
BY GCHP CH MGL-ISLE ROYAL RANSOM OF
VW X CH DAZZLE & EZEE GOIN FOR THE
BLING CDX BN RAE
BREEDER: ELAINE S ZECH
OWNER: ARLETTE DAVISON & MICHAEL
DAVISON

TRICK DOG NOVICE

MCK JESSIE JAMES BOND TKN (D)
BY GCH CH JAMES BOND VON DEN KOLIBRIS
AX AXJ X MCK MIDNIGHT STAR
BREEDER/OWNER: KAREN LAWRENCE

REIGN OF ZOYA KISSES OF FORTUNE AX
AXJ CGC TKN (B)
BY BRUNO BANANI VOM CAVALIERCHEN X
MIRABELLA KISSES OF FORTUNE
BREEDER: TETIANA KAZIMIROVA
OWNER: STEPHANIE MATTHEWS

TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE

REIGN OF ZOYA KISSES OF FORTUNE AX
AXJ CGC TKI (B)
BY BRUNO BANANI VOM CAVALIERCHEN X
MIRABELLA KISSES OF FORTUNE
BREEDER: TETIANA KAZIMIROVA
OWNER: STEPHANIE MATTHEWS

TRICK DOG ADVANCED

EJM SPICY WITH A SIDE OF CHEESE ACT1
CGC TKA (D)
BY CH STARSIGN’S SON OF A GUN X
DIAMONDS AND PEARLS FORUSSI
BREEDER: ELLEN MIGLIORE
OWNER: DR. ANDREA MICHELE GOLOMBEK
AKC TEMPERAMENT TEST

MACH TOPFLITE DASH 4 CASH UD BN GN GO RE FDC MXB MJB T2B CGC TKE ATT (D)
BY CH TOPFLITE LYNDOR FAST MONEY OA OAJ X TOPFLITE WINTER GAMES
BREEDER: SANDRA L SCHUMACHER
OWNER: MRS. SHARON K PAGE